
 

README FIRST! 
-Use the Igaro D2 with a certified STVZO dynamo hub (all Shimano, SON, SP & Panasonic 
dynamo hub models are supported). Using bottle or rim driven dynamos may damage the 
device and is not covered under warranty. 
-Plug USB devices in when at a stop to be sure the D2's auto-reconnect will work properly 
and charge you device optimally.

-The Igaro D2 should be placed in a location where the USB port is protected from water. 
While the Igaro D2 is water-proof and uses the highest quality USB-C port available, water 
entering the USB-C port will cause corrosion of the pins (permanent damage) and eventual 
failure. Without additional measures to protect the USB port from water, we recommend 
placing the Igaro D2 inside a bag.

-Regardless of where the Igaro D2 is placed there must be minimal force on the power input 
pins and USB port. Both were chosen for size and convenience but require a degree of 
mechanical sympathy. Failure to prevent force could result in metal fatigue.

-Only USB devices which implement USB Adapter Charging v1.2 profile will charge correctly. 
The Igaro Manual has more USB compatibility details: https://www.igaro.com/d2/manual

-Only USB-C computer compatible cables will work with the Igaro D2. Some Qualcomm 
compatible chargers (typically supplied with mobile phones) only work between a Qualcomm 
'fast-charge' compatible charger and fast-charge USB device. When possible use a USB 
cable rated at 3A and as short a length as is practical.

 
TIPS

We've found the simplest placement for the D2 is in a bag. A frame bag, handlebar bag or top 
tube bag will all keep the D2 close to your front hub (power source) as well as close to your 
handlebars (where you would potentially have a device mounted that you will want to run a 
power cable to). It would be best if the D2 were in a box so as to protect the USB-C cable 
and the power input pins from getting bent (or worse).

The D2 can also be mounted to your stem or top tube. Again, we'd recommend the D2 be 
inside of a protective case to protect the power connectors and make it more weather-proof. 
Silicone can be applied around the power lead and the USB-C plug to make the D2 fully 
waterproof. Silicone can be removed later. Do not use glue to perform this task.  

 
 



The box on the left is available  from Perennial Cycle, the Altoid box comes with mints : )

Protective box examples:
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Connecting the D2 
The D2 gets power in parallel with the front light. You have to connect the power lead for the 
D2 directly to your front dynamo hub (in parallel with your front light wire). 
For Shimano, Shutter Precision or Panasonic hubs, this simply means twisting the wires 
together with your front light wires so that all 4 wires (2 from the light, 2 from the D2 Power 
Lead) can enter the hub connectors as 2 pair of wires. 
For SON hubs, the most common approach is to use piggyback connectors. Piggy back 
connectors have both a male and a female spades in one connector. The female plugs into 
the hub connectors and this leaves a male spade for connection to another pair of wires.


 
 
 

 
 

OPERATION 
When the bicycle begins to move the Igaro D2 initializes and monitors the dynamo hub output 
for sufficient stability. This is indicated by the light emitting a steady flash. Once stable, USB 
power will be enabled and the light will be lit continuously.

An automatic tuning network engages at the appropriate speed and load to boost output. This 
is indicated by the light emitting a small off pulse.

If insufficient dynamo hub power is available to satisfy the USB device the Igaro D2 will wait 
until bicycle speed increases before trying again.

If, once speed increases, the USB device continues to consume a minimal current draw, the 
Igaro D2 will restart the power to try and force the USB device into a faster charging mode. 
This condition is indicated by the light emitting a rapid pulse. This auto-reconnect function will 
not work properly if the device being charged is not plugged in while the bike is at a stop (so 
plug the device you want to charge while not moving).

There is no need to unplug the Igaro D2 as it consumes virtually no power in standby. 

Bicycle Light Compatibility 
The Igaro D2 will attempt to power share with lights but success depends on how much 
current it draws, the USB device's current requirement, and speed. Success therefore can't 
be guaranteed. If you find your dynamo light going dim unplug the USB device from the Igaro 
D2. There is no need to unplug the Igaro D2 as it consumes virtually no power in standby.

 

D2 USB Port & Water 
If water enters the port immediately remove any connected USB lead and disconnect the 
Igaro D2 from the dynamo hub (or stop riding). Shake the unit downwards to remove excess 
water then point upwards to allow remaining water to evaporate. Do not reapply power until 
you are sure the USB port is completely dry. There is no such thing as a waterproof USB port.


Shimano, Shutter Precision & Panasonic  
Type of Hub Connector with 2 pair of wires
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4.8mm Schmidt Piggyback connector with female 
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